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Executive summary 

LS-DNYA simulation of the 2009 US Airways Flight 1549 ditching event was performed using 
a model of the Fokker F28 Fellowship aircraft that was previously validated under land landing 
test conditions. The F28 model was simulated for the Flight 1549 impact conditions in order to 
evaluate its ability to predict structural and occupant responses in a realistic water ditching 
environment. Impact conditions recorded from the Flight 1549 event were used to drive a Fluid-
Structure Interaction simulation of the event using the Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) 
capability within LS-DYNA. Recorded conditions were as follows: Vx (longitudinal velocity) = 
211 ft/s (2,532 in/s) and Vz (vertical velocity) = 12.5 ft/s (150 in/s). The impact attitude was: 
Roll = 0.0°, Pitch (nose up) = 9.5°, and Yaw = 0.0°. Several categories of predicted vehicle 
structural responses were evaluated: impact kinematics (velocity time histories and impact 
sequences), seat and airframe acceleration responses, and airframe damage. In addition, occupant 
breakout models were developed and simulated using the seat base accelerations predicted by the 
F28 vehicle model. These occupant breakout models were used to predict occupant injury risk 
across a variety of seat locations, occupant positions, and Anthropomorphic Test Device (ATD) 
types.  

The simulations predicted seat base and airframe accelerations in both the vertical and forward 
directions to be low, less than 15-g, resulting in a fairly benign impact event. Likewise, 
simulations of the occupant breakout models predicted head, neck, and spinal injury metric 
values well below the defined safety limits for dynamic loading certification. These results were 
consistent with the lack of head, neck, or spinal injuries recorded in the ditching event. The LS-
DYNA simulation predicted damage to the lower rear portion of the airframe, as a result of the 
9.5° pitch up initial impact. Although it is difficult to differentiate damage caused by the water 
impact from that caused by retrieval of the Flight 1549 aircraft, the damage predicted by the 
simulation is similar to that seen on the Flight 1549 aircraft post-recovery. These results indicate 
reasonable prediction of a ditching event by the F28 model using ALE capability within LS-
DYNA and lend confidence for future use of water impact simulation. 
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1 Introduction 
On January 15, 2009, a US Airways Airbus A320 transport aircraft crashed under controlled 
impact conditions into the Hudson River in New York City after hitting a flock of birds, which 
caused failure of its two engines. The plane carried 150 passengers and 5 crew members, all of 
whom survived the impact, egressed the aircraft successfully, and were rescued by river ferries 
and the Coast Guard (see Figure 1). Flight 1549 took off from LaGuardia Airport and was on its 
way to Charlotte, North Carolina when the bird strike occurred, shortly after take-off. One news 
report of the incident stated that “…successful emergency landing in water is among the rarest 
and most dangerous feats in commercial flying [1].” This statement is confirmed by accident 
statistics for transport aircraft experiencing water impact, as reported in Reference 2.  

The A320 incident represents a controlled crash into water under nearly ideal conditions and 
provides an opportunity to evaluate the real-world effects of water impact on a transport category 
airplane. There is a question as to whether this incident should be classified as a water ditching 
or a crash into water. The ditching certification criterion is based on a 1957 National Advisory 
Committee on Aeronautics (NACA) report that documents scale-model testing in a 2,900 ft long 
tow tank [3]. Ditching is an emergency landing in water. For an official "ditching" to occur, 
certain impact parameters must be present. For example, the descent rate cannot be greater than 5 
ft/s, and the longitudinal and vertical loads must be within aircraft design parameters, as 
described in Reference 2. The National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) in their Aircraft 
Accident Report (AAR-10/03, Reference 4) states: “The NTSB considers this accident to be a 
ditching because the pilots clearly intended to ditch on the Hudson River. The accident falls 
between a planned and unplanned event in that, although the pilots did not have time to complete 
each step of the applicable checklist, they did have sufficient time to consult the Quick Reference 
Handbook, begin checklist execution, transmit radio calls, determine a landing strategy, 
configure the airplane for ditching, and alert the flight attendants and passengers to “brace for 
impact” [4]. Based on this discussion, the Flight 1549 incident could be designated a ditching, 
even though the impact conditions were higher than those specified for ditching. The velocity of 
the aircraft at the moment of impact was determined by the NTSB to be Vx (longitudinal 
velocity) = 211 ft/s (2,532 in/s) and Vz (vertical velocity) = 12.5 ft/s (150 in/s). The impact 
attitude was: Roll = 0.0°, Pitch (nose-up) = 9.5°, and Yaw = 0.0°. A detailed and documented 
assessment of structural damage was made following recovery of the airframe. This accident 
provides a unique opportunity to develop water impact models, to simulate airframe and 
occupant responses, and to compare analytical predictions with kinematic and occupant 
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responses from the water impact event. Additional information on the NTSB investigation is 
documented in Reference 4. 

 

 

Figure 1. Post-impact photographs of the US Airways A320 depicting passenger egress 

Commercial nonlinear transient dynamic finite element codes, such as LS-DYNA [5], are 
capable of simulating problems involving Fluid-Structure Interaction (FSI) using a variety of 
solvers, including Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE), Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics 
(SPH), Element Free Galerkin (EFG), and Incompressible Computational Fluid Dynamics 
(ICFD). Using the ALE formulation, the aircraft structure is modeled using a purely Lagrangian 
mesh composed of deformable elements with associated nodes that move with the element. The 
fluid, or water, is typically modeled using a stationary Eulerian mesh, in which the fluid material 
flows, while conserving mass, momentum, and energy. When using the ALE algorithm, a portion 
of the volume above the water must also be modeled with an Eulerian mesh to allow wave 
formation and fluid movement, thus enabling prediction of the water splash at impact. The 
advantage of ALE is that an accurate physical representation of fluid behavior is possible, while 
also allowing prediction of the nonlinear progressive damage to the structural model. It should be 
noted that the approach of using the ALE water mesh and the fluid-structure coupling algorithm 
in LS-DYNA has been validated for Orion and other water impact studies [6-10]. The accuracy 
of the methodology is dependent on mesh discretization; however, the F28 water ditching 
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simulation utilized the calibrated parameters that define the ALE mesh and the coupling 
algorithm from these earlier studies. 

 

 

Figure 2. Photograph showing (a) Fokker F28 and (b) Airbus A320 

A previously validated finite element model of a Fokker F28 Fellowship aircraft was used to 
simulate the impact conditions of the US Airways Flight 1549 ditching event. Although 
replicating the ditching conditions is the focus of this analysis, there are significant differences 
that should be noted between the aircraft in the event, an Airbus A320, and the Fokker F28 
aircraft simulated. Photographs of these two aircraft are shown, side-by-side, in Figure 2. A 
comparison of structural details of these two aircraft is listed in Table 1. 

The Fokker F28 is roughly half the size of an Airbus A320 and has less than half of the total 
weight. In addition, the engine nacelles in the F28 are located above the wing, while the engine 
nacelles in the A320 are located below the wing. However, despite these differences, a finite 
element model of the Fokker F28 was simulated using the impact conditions of US Airways 
Flight 1549 ditching event, as the goal of this analysis was to simulate the ditching conditions, 
and not to predict the actual A320 response. 

In 2000, a retired Fokker F28 Fellowship aircraft, along with two sets of wings and three 
fuselage sections (two forward sections and a wing-box section), were obtained during the 
NASA Aviation Safety Program [11]. The F28 is a high-performance twin-turbofan narrow-body 
aircraft with seating in a 3+2 configuration. The F28 was first type certified by the FAA in 1969 
and the F28 fleet has since been retired from service in the United States. A photograph of the 
aircraft arriving at Langley field is shown in Figure 2(a). 
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Table 1. Comparisons of the Fokker F28 and the Airbus A320 Aircraft 

Parameter Fokker F28 Airbus A320 
Classification Regional Jet Jet Airliner 
Length, ft. 89 123 
Wingspan, ft. 77 117 
Weight, lb. 35,517 (empty) 82,100 
Range, nmiles 920 3,300 
Seating Capacity, passengers 65 150-186 
Number of Crew 5 6 

 
Following arrival, all useful interior structures and equipment including avionics and other 
electronics, seats, and hat racks were removed. All fuel lines were drained, and the engines were 
also removed. In September 2016, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) 
Langley Research Center and the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) signed an Inter-
Agency Agreement (IAA) to create a cooperative research effort to obtain data through a series 
of tests that support the development of airframe level crash requirements for transport category 
airplanes [12].  

Under the IAA, vertical drop tests and LS-DYNA simulations of two F28 fuselage sections 
were conducted at NASA Langley. The results of this test-analysis effort are documented in 
References 13-17. The test program culminated in June 2019 with a full-scale crash test of the 
Fokker F28 aircraft that was conducted at the Landing and Impact Research (LandIR) Facility at 
NASA Langley [18]. The test article weighed 33,306 lb and impacted a 2 ft high soil bed. Pre- 
and post-test photographs of the crash test are shown in Figure 3. As documented in Reference 
19, the primary damage to the airframe consisted of skin wrinkling and buckling, and failure of 
the Port side wing attachments. In the interior of the aircraft, the rear floor buckled, though the 
seats remained attached to the seat rails. 

As mentioned previously, a finite element model of the F28 aircraft was created from an existing 
NASTRAN [20] loads model, which was obtained from Fokker at the same time that the 
hardware was purchased. Considerable work was expended to convert the model into a viable 
representation of the aircraft and into LS-DYNA format. This work included changing the 
system of units, adding elements to represent missing structures, and defining and reconnecting 
the mesh. Figure 4 shows the final model of the June 2019 crash test. The model contained 
representations of the soil bed, the airframe, the rigid wall placed at the end of the soil bed to 
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prevent the airframe from sliding into the Hydro Impact Basin at LandIR, and two drag chains 
that were added to help slow the aircraft down after impact.  

 

 

Figure 3. Full-scale drop test of a Fokker F28 aircraft (a) pre-test and (b) post-test 

 

 

Figure 4. LS-DYNA® model of the F28 aircraft impacting soft soil 

Test-analysis comparisons of the F28 impact into soil are documented in References 21 and 22. 
These results are presented in several categories, as follows: inertial property comparisons; 
kinematic comparisons; structural acceleration comparisons; airframe deformation and failure; 
occupant responses; and quantitative test-analysis correlation results. The inertial properties, 
such as total weight and Center-of-Gravity (CG) location were predicted within 6.6%. Kinematic 
comparisons show close prediction of forward and vertical velocities of the vehicle throughout 
impact. Total slide-out distance was predicted to within 1.4%. Structural acceleration 
comparisons focused on data from accelerometers located at the seat bases, the airframes, and 
four discrete locations. As a means of quantifying test-analysis results, the International 
Organization of Standards (ISO) Technical Report (ISO/TR-16250) curve comparison 
methodology was used [23]. Using this methodology 61 of the 67 test-analysis responses (91%) 
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were deemed accurate [21]. Based on these findings, the F28 finite element model is considered 
validated for the land landing condition evaluated. 

This paper will document simulations of a LS-DYNA finite element model of the F28 aircraft 
impacting water under conditions that match US Airways Flight 1549, which crashed into the 
Hudson River following engine failures caused by bird strikes. The paper will describe: (1) 
Development of the F28 water impact model; (2) A320 recovery and damage assessment; (3) 
F28 predicted structural accelerations; (4) F28 predicted kinematic responses, impact sequences, 
and damage; and (5) F28 predicted occupant responses and injury risk assessment. 

2 Development of the F28 water impact model 
Several changes were made to the F28 finite element model, shown in Figure 4, so that it could 
be used for the water ditching simulation. The drag chain, soil, and rigid wall were removed. 
Several openings on the surface of the model were closed, such that the exterior surface of the 
aircraft was watertight. In addition, shell elements composing the outer mold line of the vehicle 
were adjusted so that the normal direction of each element faced outwards. A large block of solid 
elements was added to create the water, which is located just beneath the bottom of the aircraft. 
Another block was added above the water to represent the void. For simplification, the void was 
assigned *MAT_NULL material properties. Coupling and contact of the Lagrangian and 
Eulerian meshes to solve the FSI problem are accomplished by using the 
*CONSTRAINED_LAGRANGE_IN_SOLID command in LS-DYNA. A side view of the 
model is shown in Figure 5, in which the void is represented as a transparent block. 

 

 
Figure 5. F28 water impact model with void 

Figure 6 shows the model, without the void, in three orthogonal directions. As shown in both 
Figure 5 and Figure 6, the aircraft model is pitched nose-up by 9.5° to match the actual attitude 
of the A320 as it hit the Hudson River. The aircraft model contained: 745 parts; 75 material 
cards; 1,299,220 nodes; 26,026 beam elements; 81,093 shell elements; 19,682 solid elements; 34 
element masses; and 76 Constrained Nodal Rigid Bodies (CNRBs). The water and void blocks 
were 164 ft x 80 ft x 12 ft (Length x Width x Height), and the mesh was refined along the 
primary impact path, as shown in Figure 6(a). Together, the water and void blocks were created 
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using an additional 1,808,882 solid elements. The aircraft model was assigned initial velocity 
conditions to match those found in the NTSB report [4], which were Vx (longitudinal velocity) = 
211 ft/s (2,532 in/s) and Vz (vertical velocity) = 12.5 ft/s (150 in/s). Note that the vertical impact 
velocity is relatively small, compared with previously conducted drop tests. For example, the 
F28 fuselage section drop tests were performed at 28.9 ft/s (346.8 in/s) for the forward section 
and 29.1 ft/s (349.2 in/s) for the wing-box section, as described in Reference 14. 

 

 
Figure 6. Top (a), side (b), and front (c) views of the F28 model and water block without void 

The model was executed using LS-DYNA® Symmetric Multi-Processing (SMP) version 
R11.1.0 (double precision) on eight processors of a Linux-based workstation computer and 
required 1,902 hours (79.25 days) of clock time to reach normal termination of 1.0 seconds. The 
reason for the exceptionally long runtime was that the parameter ‘nadv’ on the 
*CONTROL_ALE card was set to 1, which required that the mesh be advected every time step. 
As stated in Reference 24, “Eulerian and ALE (Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian) hydrodynamics 
programs usually split a time step into two parts. The first part is a Lagrangian step, which 
calculates the incremental motion of the material. The second part is referred to as the Eulerian 
step, the advection step, or the remap step, and it accounts for the transport of material between 
cells. In most finite difference and finite element formulations, all of the solution variables, 
except the velocities, are cell-centered while the velocities are edge- or vertex-centered. As a 
result, the advection algorithm for the momentum is, by necessity, different than the algorithm 
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used for the other variables.” Typically, in an ALE finite element simulation, advection 
techniques are used to stabilize the mesh.  

3 Results 
Results are presented in several categories, including: A320 Recovery and Damage Assessment; 
F28 Predicted Structural (Seat Base and Airframe) Acceleration Responses; F28 Predicted 
Kinematic Responses, Impact Sequences, and Damage; and F28 Predicted Occupant Responses 
and Injury Risk Assessment. 

3.1 A320 recovery and damage assessment 
Two weeks after the initial water impact, on January 23, 2009, the NTSB initiated recovery of 
the aircraft. The A320 aircraft had sunk approximately 50 ft to the bottom of the Hudson River. 
A large barge with a heavy crane was moved to the impact site. A loading frame was constructed 
to raise the aircraft from beneath both wing attachment locations. Photographs of the recovery 
effort are shown in Figure 7. It is interesting to note that the recovery started at approximately 
5:30 PM and it was completed at 1:30 AM the next morning, or 8 hours later. The reason for the 
long duration was an attempt to reduce the possibility that additional damage to the aircraft 
might be incurred during recovery as it was raised through the water. 

Figure 8 shows post-recovery photographs of damage to the aircraft. Most of the damage 
occurred in the tail section, which impacted the water first given the 9.5° pitch attitude of the 
aircraft. As shown in Figure 8(c), many of the damaged parts were removed, providing a “clean” 
view of the tail section. The A320 aircraft is now located in the Carolinas Aviation Museum in 
Charlotte, North Carolina. 

Damage to the F28 aircraft model, which was simulated for the same impact conditions as US 
Airways Flight 1549, is depicted in Figure 9(a). In addition, a side view of the A320 aircraft is 
shown for comparison in Figure 9(b). As stated previously, most of the damage was located in 
the rear of the aircraft and in the tail section. Unfortunately, even with the long recovery time, it 
is not possible to separate the damage that occurred during the crash event from any potential 
damage produced during recovery of the aircraft. 
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Figure 7. Montage of photographs of the A320 aircraft being recovered 

 

 
Figure 8. Damage to tail section looking (a) forward, (b) aft, (c) after removal of damaged parts 
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Figure 9. Side view comparisons of (a) F28 model and (b) actual A320 damage 

3.2 F28 predicted structural responses 

3.2.1 Seat base responses 

Time history responses were obtained from seat bases at several locations in the F28 airframe, 
fore and aft. These locations are depicted as blue triangles in Figure 10(a). A photograph of a 
typical seat base accelerometer that was used in the 2019 F28 crash test onto soil is shown in 
Figure 10(b). Note that the seats and occupants were represented in the model as concentrated 
masses that were placed at the approximate CG location of the seat/occupant. CNRBs were used 
to attach the concentrated masses to the floor at the location of the seat base. A depiction of the 
seat/occupant masses is shown in Figure 11. Finally, note that all acceleration time histories 
presented herein were filtered using a low-pass 50 Hz 4-pole Butterworth filter. Also, local 
coordinate systems were defined at each nodal location for output of acceleration responses. 
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Figure 10. (a) Schematic of the F28 aircraft showing the location of a seat base accelerometer 

and (b) a photo of an actual seat base accelerometer 

 

 
Figure 11. Representation of the seat/occupant masses 
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The initial time history responses examined were the longitudinal acceleration responses of the 
seat bases of Row 2 (forward cabin), Row 6 (mid-cabin), and Row 11 (aft cabin) which are 
plotted for the Port side in Figure 12(a). Note that these seat locations are shown schematically in 
Figure 12(b). The longitudinal acceleration responses are nearly identical and do not show any 
differences across the length of the aircraft. Note that the magnitudes of the longitudinal 
acceleration responses are low. Except for one peak, all longitudinal acceleration responses are 
less than 10 g. 

 

 

(a) (b) 

Figure 12. Longitudinal acceleration responses of the seat bases of Rows 2, 6, and 11 on the Port 
side 

The vertical acceleration responses are plotted in Figure 13(a) for seat bases at Row 2, Row 6, 
and Row11 on the Port side of the aircraft. Even with 50 Hz filtering, these traces contain highly 
oscillatory vibrations. For the first 0.3 s of the pulse, the response of the seat base at Row 11 
shows the highest magnitude peaks, likely due to the initial impact of the aircraft, which may 
induce the oscillatory response. The acceleration response of the seat base at Row 2, which is 
located in the forward cabin, exhibits three peaks of 11g, 8g, and 6.5g from 0.4 s to the end of 
the pulse. It is speculated that the 11 g spike in the vertical acceleration response of the Row 2 
seat base that occurs just after 0.4 s, may be attributed to slap down of the aircraft. Slap down 
occurs following initial tail strike, as the aircraft rotates about its CG until the nose section 
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impacts the water at a higher velocity than the initial impact. Finally, note that the overall 
magnitude of the responses is generally low, less than 15 g. In an attempt to clarify the vertical 
acceleration responses, the traces were replotted with filtering at 20 Hz in Figure 13(b). 

 
 

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 13. Vertical acceleration responses of the seat bases of Row 2, 6, 11 on the Port side 
filtered at (a) 50 Hz and (b) 20 Hz 

The longitudinal acceleration responses of the seat bases of Row 2 (forward cabin), Row 6 (mid-
cabin), and Row 12 (aft cabin) are plotted for the Starboard side in Figure 14(a). Note that these 
seat locations are shown schematically in Figure 14(b). Once again, the three acceleration curves 
are practically identical. Almost no difference is seen between the Port and Starboard 
longitudinal acceleration responses. With the exception of one peak, the magnitudes of all 
longitudinal acceleration responses are less than 10-g. 

Finally, the vertical acceleration responses are plotted in Figure 15(a) for seat bases at Row 2, 
Row 6, and Row 12 on the Starboard side of the aircraft. Once again, the acceleration time 
histories contain highly oscillatory vibrations, even after filtering. As was seen for the Port side, 
the aft response (Row 12) exhibits the highest magnitude peaks during the early portion of the 
pulse. By 0.4 seconds, the forward seat base position (Row 2) exhibits the highest magnitude 
peak of 12.5 g. In an attempt to clarify the vertical acceleration responses, the traces were 
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replotted with filtering at 20 Hz in Figure 15(b). Once again, the overall magnitudes of these 
responses are low, less than 15 g. As noted for the Port side vertical acceleration responses, the 
12.5 g peak in the Row 2 seat base may be attributed to aircraft slap down. 

 

 

(a) (b) 

Figure 14. Longitudinal acceleration responses of the seat bases of Rows 2, 6, and 12 on the 
Starboard side 
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 (a) (b) 

Figure 15. Vertical acceleration responses of the Starboard seat bases (a) filtered at 50 Hz and (b) 
filtered at 20 Hz 

3.2.2 Predicted airframe responses 

This section of the paper focuses on the predicted airframe responses. The photograph in Figure 
16 shows the location of a typical airframe accelerometer in the F28 crash test article. The 
accelerometer is located on the airframe web, approximately 2 in. above the floor. Please note 
that all acceleration responses output from the model were generated using a local coordinate 
system. 

 

 
Figure 16. Photo of an airframe accelerometer used in 2019 crash test of F28 
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The Port side forward and vertical acceleration responses are shown in Figure 17(a) and (b), 
respectively, for three airframe locations: one at a forward Fuselage Station (FS), one at a mid-
cabin FS, and one at an aft cabin FS location. The three longitudinal acceleration responses, 
shown in Figure 17(a), have nearly identical shapes, magnitudes, and durations with little or no 
difference due to longitudinal position. The vertical acceleration responses, however, are 
different. Even after filtering using a low-pass filter with a cutoff frequency of 50 Hz, the three 
responses contain high frequency vibrations. It is interesting to note that the aft vertical response 
exhibits the highest peaks early in the pulse, to about 0.3 s, after which time, the forward FS 
response has the highest magnitude peaks for the remainder of the pulse. Note that no slap down 
effect is evident in the forward FS airframe response. Still, the magnitudes of the forward and 
vertical acceleration responses are low, less than 15 g, except for one peak.  

 

 
Figure 17. Longitudinal (a) and vertical (b) acceleration responses of Port airframe locations 

The Starboard side forward and vertical acceleration responses are shown in Figure 18(a) and 
(b), respectively, for three airframe locations: one forward FS, one mid-cabin FS, and one aft 
cabin FS location. The three longitudinal acceleration responses, shown in Figure 18(a), have 
nearly identical shapes, magnitudes, and durations with little or no difference based on 
longitudinal position. These curves are also similar to the longitudinal acceleration responses on 
the Port side, as shown in Figure 17(a). Once again, the overall magnitude of the longitudinal 
acceleration responses is low, less than 10 g. Even after filtering using a low-pass filter with a 
cutoff frequency of 50 Hz, the three vertical airframe responses contain high frequency 
vibrations. It is interesting to note that the aft FS vertical response exhibits the highest peaks 
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early in the pulse; however, the forward FS vertical response exhibits the highest peaks in the 
later portion of the pulse. As noted previously, the Starboard airframe acceleration responses are 
low in magnitude, less than 20 g. 

 

 
Figure 18. Longitudinal (a) and vertical (b) acceleration responses of Starboard airframe 

locations 

3.3 F28 predicted kinematic responses, impact sequences, and damage 

3.3.1 Kinematic responses 

Kinematic responses focus on the gross motion of the model as impact occurs including the 
timing of events, contact with the impact surface, and subsequent slide-out. For this assessment, 
plots of forward and vertical velocity were determined by selecting several nodes, at random, on 
the sides and along the top of the aircraft model. Altogether, nine different nodes were selected. 
The velocity responses were obtained for each node and averaged to generate the plots, as shown 
in Figure 19. These unfiltered plots were created directly from the LS-DYNA binary output 
files and were not generated by integration of acceleration responses. Several points can be 
made, based on the data shown in Figure 19. First, even though the model was executed for 1.0-
second duration, the longitudinal velocity has not crossed zero and the model has approximately 
700 in/s of residual longitudinal velocity. In contrast, the vertical velocity response indicates that 
the model has crossed zero velocity at 0.435 s, rebounded to a maximum of 21 in/s, and is well 
on its way to crossing zero again by the end of the pulse. Note that the initial vertical velocity of 
150 in/s was considerably smaller than the initial longitudinal velocity of 2,532 in/s. 
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Figure 19. Longitudinal (a) and vertical (b) velocity response of the F28 model 

3.3.2 Impact sequences 

Figure 20 and Figure 21 show two impact sequences. Figure 20 shows a side view of the impact 
sequence for 21 time steps, from 0.0 to 1.0 s in 0.05 s increments. This impact sequence shows 
the wave action as the aircraft impacts the water, as well as the progressive damage to the 
aircraft, which is located near the rear cargo hold and the tail. The initial pitch attitude (nose-up) 
of the aircraft disappears by 0.4 seconds, as the aircraft rotates to become level. After this time, 
the nose of the aircraft appears to “dig” into the water slightly, as the tail of the aircraft rises. The 
second impact sequence, shown in Figure 21, shows an isometric view of the aircraft for 10 time 
steps, from 0.1 to 1.0 seconds in 0.1-second increments. This view of the impact sequence shows 
less damage to the aircraft and more water deformation and wave formation. 
 

Time, s Side view of Model 
0.00 

0.05 

 
0.1 
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Figure 20. Side view impact sequence 
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Figure 21. Isometric impact sequence 

3.3.3 Damage 

As the rear portion of the outer skin and tail structure impact the water, elements in that region of 
the aircraft model will begin to deform under pressure loading. These elements are assigned 
elastic-plastic material properties with a failure strain. Once the stress level exceeds the yield 
limit of the material, then the elements begin to exhibit plastic deformation. At an average 
effective plastic strain limit of 0.15, the elements will fail or erode. Both terms are used to mean 
the same thing, which is that the “failed” element is removed from the simulation. In general, 
failed elements are undesirable in explicit finite element simulations in that removed elements 
create holes in the mesh, which can initiate instability. However, in the present simulation, 
elements were allowed to fail.  

Table 2 lists the total number of failed beam, shell, and solid elements in the model for each time 
step from 0.0 to 1.0 s in 0.05 s increments. In addition, the table lists the number of failed 
elements that have increased from the previous time step. For example, the number of failed 
elements at 0.1 s is 326. The previous time step (0.05 s) had 35 failed elements. Consequently, 
the number of increased failed elements is 326 – 35 = 291. The data shown in Table 2 indicate 
that damage primarily occurs in two time phases, initially between 0.15 and 0.25 s and again 
between 0.6 to 0.8 s. Note that the longitudinal acceleration responses of the seat bases and 
airframe locations on both the Port and Starboard sides, shown in Figures 12(a), 14(a), 17(a), and 
18(a), exhibit two peaks that match the same two time phases. 

As a final assessment of aircraft damage, an impact sequence of a portion of the aircraft located 
in the lower rear fuselage aft of the wing is shown in Figure 22. This sequence shows that by 0.2 
s, most of the outer skin has failed, thus exposing the support structure for the floor. Fortunately, 
the floor structure did not fail, and the water did not intrude into the cabin during the impact 
sequence. Note that a side view of the aircraft is shown in Figure 9(a), which illustrates the 
overall magnitude of the damage to the lower rear section of the aircraft. 
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Table 2. Number of Total Failed Elements per Time step 

Time, s Total No. of Failed Elements Number Increased 
0.0 0 0 
0.05 35 35 
0.1 326 291 
0.15 838 512 
0.2 1248 410 
0.25 1528 280 
0.3 1737 209 
0.35 1831 94 
0.4 1893 62 
0.45 1967 74 
0.5 2095 128 
0.55 2321 226 
0.6 2661 340 
0.65 3161 500 
0.7 3563 402 
0.75 3769 206 
0.8 3917 148 
0.85 4019 102 
0.9 4069 50 
0.95 4112 43 
1.0 4132 20 
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Depiction of Lower Rear Fuselage Damage 
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Figure 22. Damage sequence 
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3.4 F28 predicted occupant responses and injury risk assessment 
To evaluate occupant responses for the Fokker F28 aircraft simulated under the Flight 1549 
ditching event conditions, occupant models were developed for each of the seating locations 
previously evaluated in the F28 land landing test and simulation [22]. Occupants were 
represented by a variety of Anthropomorphic Test Device (ATD) finite element (FE) models, as 
follows: 

(1) Humanetics® Hybrid III FAA 50th percentile version 1.2.3 (H3 FAA 50th) [25] 
(2) Humanetics® Hybrid III 5th percentile version 7.0.5 (H3 5th) [26] 
(3) LSTC® Hybrid III 95th percentile beta version 3.03 (H3 95th) [27] 
(4) Test device for Human Occupant Restraint (THOR) version 2.1, publicly released by the 

National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) with modifications made by 
NASA to improve accuracy under vertical loading [28-30]. 

Figure 23 shows the distribution of simulated occupants throughout the aircraft. 

 

 
Figure 23. Schematic of position and configuration of ATDs simulated 

For each seating group, an individual occupant breakout model was created. The occupant 
breakout model was made up of the seated ATD model, a representative belt model, and all 
attached seats, as well as the longitudinal row of seats with which the ATD may interact during 
the impact event. Nine occupant breakout models were simulated, made up of five Starboard and 
four Port side seat rows (see Figure 24). Nine FAA H3 50th, one H3 5th, one H3 95th, and one 
THOR ATD model were simulated. The ATD models were positioned within the seats to match 
the conditions tested in the 2019 Fokker F28 land landing crash test. This arrangement included 
one FAA H3 50th in the braced position in seat 6D. Two occupant breakout models did not 
include a longitudinal seat, Row 1 Starboard and Row 9 Port. This condition matched the 
previously tested configuration [Ref. 21] and was roughly representative of a bulkhead and exit 
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door seats. The development of these occupant breakout models, including seat and belt model 
generation as well as ATD positioning is described in full detail in Reference 22. 

To simulate each occupant breakout model in the crash event, the linear acceleration and 
rotational velocity predicted at the seat base accelerometer locations, which were generated by 
the F28 ditching simulation, were applied to the occupant breakout models at nodes matching the 
accelerometer locations. This loading condition was applied locally as it was measured in the 
full-vehicle simulation. To drive seat motion, the node was rigidly fixed to the seat at the seat-to-
floor attachment location. The occupant breakout simulations were performed for 0.3 seconds, 
which encompassed peak acceleration input from the vehicle impact, as well as completion of 
the contact event with the longitudinal seatback in applicable seating configurations. All 
simulations were performed on a Linux computer cluster using LS-DYNA [31] SMP Version 
R10.1.0 double precision with four processors. Simulation runtimes ranged from 26 to 106 hours 
depending on the quantity and variant of ATDs in the occupant breakout model. 

Occupant responses in the F28 ditching simulation were quantified through four different injury 
metrics: Head Injury Criteria (HIC-15), HIC-36, Neck Injury Criteria (Nij), and lumbar load. The 
HIC and lumbar load injury metrics are currently defined by the FAA for certification of 
occupant safety under dynamic loading conditions [32]. Also, the FAA uses a HIC unlimited 
algorithm, which is often the same as HIC-36 when the duration window is below the 36 ms time 
window. 

Nij requirements are not defined by the FAA but are instead established as a requirement for 
automotive occupant safety defined by NHTSA [33]. Although not directly defined for aircraft 
certification, the Nij metric provides applicable assessment of neck injury that is not quantified 
by the HIC and lumbar load metrics. Each metric provides insight into occupant risk for different 
injury mechanisms potentially induced during a crash event. HIC quantifies head injury risk, 
namely skull fracture risk, and it is primarily driven by any contact between the occupant head 
and the surrounding environment. Nij quantifies injury risk to the cervical spine due to flexion-
extension and tension-compression of the neck during impact. This risk is induced through both 
inertial loading of the head-neck as well as contact loading of the head into the neck. The lumbar 
load criteria quantify injury risk to the lumbar spine, namely vertebral fracture, due to spinal 
compression. This risk is primarily induced through vertical acceleration experienced during 
impact being transferred through the seat and into the pelvis of the occupant causing 
compression of the spine into the upper body mass. HIC and lumbar load injury metrics were 
calculated for all simulated ATDs. Appropriate responses were compared to the limits defined 
for the FAA Hybrid III 50th ATD as FAA certification requirements for these metrics currently 
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exist only for this ATD configuration [31]. The Nij metric calculation was made for each ATD 
configuration according to the certification standards defined by NHTSA [33, 34].  

 

 
Figure 24. Occupant breakout models 

Simulation of the occupant breakout models predicted injury risk values well below the defined 
safety limits for dynamic loading certification (Table 3). These results indicate that the 
simulation predicts low injury risk in the ditching event. This finding is consistent with the 
Hudson River ditching event from which the impact conditions are taken. During the Hudson 
River ditching, there were five serious injuries that potentially occurred during the impact. None 
of these injuries were reported to be to the head, neck, or spine of the occupants [4]. Overall, the 
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occupant models predicted the highest risk of injury in the cervical spine region, with Nij values 
within 45% of the defined limit. Skull injury risk was predicted to be very low across the 
evaluated occupant positions with the highest HIC value at 11% of the certification limit.  

 
Table 3. Computed Injury Metric Reponses (*Braced Position) 

Seat : ATD 

Injury Metric Response 
HIC 
15 

(1000) 

HIC 
36 

(1000) 

Nij 
(1) 

Lumbar 
Load 
(1500) 

Seat 1A: FAA H3 50th 7.7 15.8 0.14 398 

Seat 3A: FAA H3 50th 104.2 104.2 0.32 122 
Seat 3D: FAA H3 50th 107.7 107.7 0.3 128 

Seat 3E: THOR 5.5 10.7 0.15 360 
Seat 5A: H3 95th 48.8 56.2 0.38 381 
Seat 5B: H3 5th 15.4 23.1 0.4 174 

Seat 6A: FAA H3 50th 105.4 105.4 0.35 236 
Seat 6B: FAA H3 50th* 2.5 3.5 0.22 50 
Seat 6D: FAA H3 50th 72.9 72.9 0.45 210 
Seat 9D: FAA H3 50th 5.9 3.2 0.07 311 
Seat 10C: FAA H3 50th 29.2 31.1 0.15 150 
Seat 12A: FAA H3 50th 68.3 68.3 0.23 250 

 
The majority of occupant breakout models were simulated in the front section of the aircraft. 
This location was consistent with the conditions tested in the ground impact testing of the F28 
aircraft. In the front section of the aircraft, Nij was the dominant injury driver for the majority of 
simulated occupants, with Nij responses showing a slightly increasing trend toward the rear of 
the front section (see Figure 25). There are two outliers in which lumbar load exhibits the 
dominant injury risk: the FAA H3 50th in seat 1A and the THOR ATD in seat 3E. Seat 1A faced 
a bulkhead with no longitudinal seatback, which meant that all neck loads were due to inertial 
force, resulting in decreased loading of the neck compared to the ATD’s that experienced 
seatback contact. The THOR in seat 3E also did not experience seatback contact due to 
differences in its kinematic response compared to the FAA H3 50th, which was seated in the 
adjacent seat 3D. The FAA H3 50th in seat 6D, which was in the braced posture, also predicted 
significantly different injury responses compared to the upright FAA H3 50th positioned 
adjacent. 
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Figure 25. Normalized injury metric responses predicted in the front section of the aircraft (top) 

and schematic of ATD positioning (bottom) 

Detailed comparisons of the FAA H3 50th in seat 3D and the THOR in seat 3E show differences 
in kinematic response of the torso and neck between the two ATDs, which results in a difference 
in prediction of head contact for a 50th percentile occupant made between the different ATD 
configurations. The H3 FAA 50th ATD was found to bend at the lumbar spine, the only flexible 
component of the H3 thoracic-lumbar spinal column, resulting in significant longitudinal flexion 
of the head and torso. The THOR ATD exhibited more of a curling response, with significant 
flexion in the cervical spine and minimal flexion within the thoracic-lumbar region in the upper 
and lower flex joints (see Figure 26). The difference in spinal flexibility of the THOR ATD 
prevented contact with the longitudinal seatback, which is a significant change in its interaction 
with the environment and altered the predicted risk of injury for a 50th percentile occupant 
between these two ATD configurations.  
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Figure 26. Row 3 Starboard ATD kinematic response at the end of simulation: FAA H3-50th vs. 

THOR 

The braced FAA H3 50th ATD seated in seat 6B predicted lower HIC, Nij, and lumbar load 
values than the upright FAA H3 50th in the adjacent seat 6A. As the head of the braced ATD was 
closer to longitudinal seatback, contact occurred earlier during the impact event. This contact 
resulted in a smaller differential between head and seat velocity, less time for the ATD to 
accelerate with respect to the seat prior to contact, and thus a lower transfer of force into the 
head-neck region of the braced ATD on contact. This effect can be seen in the kinematic 
response of two ATDs (see Figure 27), with the braced ATD exhibiting reduced neck flexion 
during head-to-seat contact than the nominally positioned ATD. 

 

 
Figure 27. Row 6 Port ATD kinematics: braced vs. nominal position 
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It should be noted that two of the injuries occurring in the Flight 1549 Hudson River ditching 
event were associated with occupants taking the braced position. These injuries were to the 
shoulders of the occupant [4]. The lower injury risk values demonstrated by the ATD in a braced 
position within this study apply only to skull and vertebral injuries and should not be extended to 
any determination of full body injury risk. 

The H3 5th ATD predicts the second highest injury risk in the front section of the aircraft. The 
Nij value predicted by the H3 5th ATD is higher than the H3 95th ATD seated adjacent. In this 
condition Nij values calculated are primarily driven by compression of the neck as the head 
impacts the longitudinal seatback. Although the H3 95th measures a larger peak compressive 
force, namely due to the larger upper body mass behind the head contact, a higher Nij value is 
predicted for the H3 5th (see Figure 28). This finding is because the intercept values used to 
calculate Nij are lower for the 5th, in order to account for higher susceptibility for injury under 
equal load for the smaller anthropometry. The calculated lumbar load risk is higher in the H3 95th 
than the H3 5th because a limit based on the 50th percentile occupant size is used for both ATDs; 
the FAA does not define limits for the other two ATD sizes. The larger H3 95th mass results in 
larger compressive forces on the lumbar spine. This calculation does not account for increased 
musculature and vertebral strength in the larger occupant, which may offset the increased load. 
Application of anthropometry specific lumbar load limits, such as those developed for military 
rotorcraft [35], may provide improved injury prediction across the 5th-95th anthropometric range 
in general aviation safety analysis. 
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Figure 28. Row 5 Port side ATD kinematics (top) and upper neck response time history 

(bottom): H3 5th vs. H3 95th 

A single occupant simulation was performed over the wing-box of the aircraft. Seat 9D was 
evaluated as a representative exit row configuration. With no longitudinal seatback, lumbar load 
was shown to dominate injury risk predictions (see Figure 29). Predicted landing loads were not 
significant enough to induce head-to-leg contact thus HIC values were negligible and inertial 
neck loading produced minimal Nij response. Lumbar load values were slightly higher than those 
observed towards the rear of the forward section. 
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Figure 29. Normalized injury metric response predicted in the wing-box section of the aircraft 

(top) and schematic of ATD positioning (bottom) 

Occupant injury risk predicted in the aft section of the aircraft exhibited similar distribution of 
risk regions to those in standard seating configurations throughout the aircraft (see Figure 30). 
The FAA H3 50th in seat 10C exhibited the lowest overall injury risk with respect to all other 
occupant models simulated. These results are consistent with results observed in previous crash 
testing and simulation of this seating configuration [17, 22]. ATDs seated in seat ‘C’, which is 
overhanging (i.e. it does not have direct floor support below the seat), have exhibited reduced 
loading during the crash event compared to those in other seating positions. The lack of support 
below seat C allows increased deformation over the inner two seats, which causes it to absorb a 
larger portion of the crash energy and reduce loads transferred to the occupant. 
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Figure 30. Normalized injury metric responses predicted in the Aft section of the aircraft (top), 

reference schematic of ATD positioning (bottom-left), and seat support deformation observed in 
simulation of seat 10C (bottom-right) 

 

4 Discussion of results 
A previously validated finite element model of a Fokker F28 Fellowship aircraft was analyzed 
for the water impact conditions of US Airways Flight 1549 ditching into the Hudson River in 
January 2009. The LS-DYNA simulation was executed for impact conditions that were 
determined by the NTSB to be: Vx (longitudinal velocity) = 211 ft/s (2,532 in/s) and Vz (vertical 
velocity) = 12.5 ft/s (150 in/s). The impact attitude was: Roll = 0.0°, Pitch (nose-up) = 9.5°, and 
Yaw = 0.0°. This FSI simulation was executed using the ALE capability in LS-DYNA.  

Results were presented in several categories: (1) A320 recovery and damage assessment, (2) F28 
predicted structural (seat base and airframe) accelerations, (3) F28 predicted model kinematic 
responses, impact sequences and damage, and (4) F28 predicted occupant responses and injury 
risk assessment.  
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The longitudinal seat base and airframe accelerations predicted for the F28 aircraft during the US 
Airways Flight 1549 ditching event are low, generally less than 15 g. The vertical accelerations 
are also low, generally less than 15 g as well. The low acceleration response predicted within the 
cabin of the F28 aircraft resulted in subsequently minimal loading of the occupant models 
evaluated. Overall injury risk prediction is low, with all injury metrics calculated falling below 
50% of the defined limits. The neck injury risk metric, Nij, exhibits the highest value with 
respect to injury limits, followed by lumbar load. HIC values are negligible throughout the 
occupant models evaluated. The increased spinal flexibility of the THOR ATD over the Hybrid 
III ATD is shown to result in a difference in injury metric predictions, as different kinematic 
response leads to a difference in interactions with the longitudinal seatback during the impact 
event. The braced position is shown to result in reduced injury metric values compared to an 
upright posture as it reduces closing velocity with the longitudinal seatback, as well as changing 
the orientation of load into the lumbar spine. Of note, two passenger injuries recorded during the 
Flight 1549 ditching event were shoulder injuries associated with passengers taking the braced 
position. Although this study indicates reduced neck and spinal injury metrics in the braced 
position, a more detailed study of the full body response in the braced position would be required 
to make a determination on its effectiveness in reducing total injury risk during a ditching event. 
The lack of head, neck, and spinal injury predicted by the F28 occupant models is consistent with 
the fact that no injuries in these body regions were reported in the Flight 1549 ditching event. 
This qualitative agreement between the F28 predicted occupant injury risk and the Flight 1549 
injury report provides increased confidence in the use of these tools in predicting occupant injury 
risk during future ditching events.  

One feature of the simulation that requires additional explanation is the long runtime. To execute 
an end time of 1.0 s, the model required 1,902 hours or 79.25 days. This excessive runtime is 
attributed to the ‘nadv’ parameter on the *CONTROL_ALE card, which controls how often the 
mesh is advected. Originally, the model was simulated with the nadv parameter set to 5, which 
reduced simulation runtime to 424 hours or 18 days but resulted in significant mesh distortion 
(see Figure 31). The LS-DYNA User’s Manual [5] recommends that the parameter be set to 1.0, 
meaning that the mesh is advected every time step. To evaluate the tradeoff between 
computation time and mesh stability a sensitivity study was performed varying the parameter 
between 1 and 5. Although nadv=1 was extremely computationally expensive, it was selected for 
displaying final results as it was the only value to completely remove the mesh distortion effects 
observed at the higher nadv values.  
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Figure 31. Mesh Distortion 

5 Conclusions 
A previously validated finite element model of a Fokker F28 Fellowship aircraft was used to 
perform LS-DYNA simulations for water ditching conditions consistent with US Airways 
Flight 1549 crash into the Hudson River. The F28 model was simulated for the Flight 1549 
impact conditions in order to evaluate its ability to predict structural and occupant responses in a 
realistic water ditching environment. Impact conditions recorded from the Flight 1549 event 
were used to drive a Fluid-Structure Interaction simulation of the event using the Arbitrary 
Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) capability within LS-DYNA. Several categories of predicted 
vehicle structural responses were evaluated, including: impact kinematics (velocity time histories 
and impact sequences), seat and airframe acceleration responses, and airframe damage. In 
addition, occupant breakout models were developed and simulated using the seat base 
accelerations predicted by the F28 vehicle model. These occupant breakout models were used to 
predict occupant injury risk across a variety of seat locations, occupant positions, and 
Anthropomorphic Test Device types.  

The simulation predicted seat base and airframe accelerations in both the vertical and 
longitudinal directions to be low, less than 15 g, resulting in a fairly benign impact event. 
Likewise, simulations of the occupant breakout models predicted head, neck, and spinal injury 
metric values well below the defined safety limits for dynamic loading certification. These 
results were consistent with the lack of head, neck, or spinal injuries recorded in the ditching 
event. The LS-DYNA simulation predicted damage to the lower rear portion of the airframe, as 
a result of the 9.5° pitch nose-up initial impact. Although it is difficult to differentiate damage 
caused by the water impact from that caused by retrieval of the Flight 1549 aircraft, the damage 
predicted by the simulation is similar to that seen on the Flight 1549 aircraft post-recovery. 
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These results indicate reasonable prediction of a ditching event by the F28 model using ALE 
capability within LS-DYNA and lend confidence for future use of water impact simulation. 
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